TANGENTIAL LIMITS OF FUNCTIONS OF THE CLASS Sa
JOHN R. KINNEY1

1. Introduction.
The class Sa= {fiz) = ^"_0 cnzn\ 2^,n"\ CA *< °° }
has been discussed by Salem and Zygmund [6; 7], Broman [l] and
Carleson [2]. It has been shown [l; 2] that/(z)
has nontangential
limits at all points of the unit circle except possibly for a set whose
capacity of order 1—a is zero. Frostman [4] shows the existence of
nontangential
limits for Blaschke products, except in a set whose
capacity of order a is zero, if the zeros a,-, i= 1, 2, • • • , of the product
satisfy the condition J^(l — | a,-| )a < ». He proves a similar theorem
for their derivatives. Cargo [3 ] shows that for 1<7 < 1/a, the Blaschke
products discussed by^Frostman have limits along paths meeting the
circle with order of tangency 7 —1, except for sets whose capacity of
order 07 is zero. He proves analogous results for the successive derivatives. His conjecture that similar results hold for Sa motivates this
note.
The author is indebted to Professor Cargo for letting him see a
manuscript before publication.

2. Definitions

and results. Tangential

Let R[t, ^]={z|l-|z|
j = 1, 2, • ■ •

T-lim„.*/(z)

el*-«*]»,

implies

that

limits are defined as follows:

Z9*e<*}.If 8/-*»*. ZjGR[t, $],

limy,„/(zy)

exists,

we

say

that

= \imj^fizj).

A set D has positive capacity of order ß, ß < 1, if there exists a positive distribution
of unit mass on D, p, for which supz„ /| z —Zo| ~ßdpiz)

is finite. Otherwise cap/j D = 0.
Following Zygmund [7, p. 139], we let

/«(») = ¿Z c»iin)-*r,
be the fractional

integral

fiz) = £ CniinYz«

of order q and the fractional

derivative

of

order r oí fiz).
We wish to show:

Theorem. Let fiz) = Xaz",

X«a| cn\2 < °° •

(1) If 0 < 7 < a, there exists a t — limz,e^/(z)
for every
t < (1 —7)/(l —a) except possibly for e'*ÇzE%, where capi_7 E^ = 0.
(2) If r<a/2,
0<y<ct —2r, there exists a t —lim,_,#/r(z) for every
t<(1— 7)/(l— a+2r) except possibly for e^ÇzEl, where capi_y £^, = 0.
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(3) If q<(\— a)/2,
every T<(l—y)/(\.—a
capi_T E!¡,= 0.
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0<y<a+2q,
there exists a r —lim,,e¿# fq(z) for
—2q), except possibly for e**G.E", where

3. Proof. Let the principal branch of (i—z)ß~1= J2An(ß)zn. It has
been shown [6] that An(ß) =»-*[l+0(l/n)j/r(l-j8).
Let c°n(a/2)
= cn/An(a/2)+0(l/n),

c'n(a/2)=cn/An(a/2)+0'(l/n),

and

cJ(«/2)

= cn/An(a/2) +09(l/n),
and let sa(9), s,(0) and s„(d) be functions
having YJc°n(a/2)ein'>, E4(a/2)e<ni,
and E4(«/2)ein9
as their Fourier
series. Since Ew°| c"l 2< °° > the 0(1/»),
Or(l/«),
Oq(\/n) can be

chosen so that E | c°n(a/2)|2 < °o, EI 4(«/2) |2 < « , EI 4(«/2) |2 < «,
I so(0) |2, | sT(6)|2, | sg(0) |2 are integrable,

f(z) =_

f (1 - ze-i»)«'2-1so(o)áO,

2x «/_T

tr

/rW

and

T(l + r - a/2)

- V

-^-~T^

It

r(l

/« »

— a/2)

•/ -»

i-« r(l - q-a/2)

Cr

^(Z) = V"

I,

¿ir

1(1 — a/2)

(1 - «-Í')-'*-r-1ír(»)í»,

(1 - «r")a,**-lsMde.

•/ -t

Let EOt={ei*\fl,\el*-e"\T-1\sl(6)\*d6=co}l_0,r.9.
has shown that

for |s((0)|2

integrable,

du Plessis [5]

which is true

in our case,

capi_T£^, = 0, for7<l.
If 7</3<l, zG-R[(l-7)/(l-|3),tr']>
for properly chosen K, K>0,
|ei9-z| ±min*mia~4H(>~nMI•*-*]
^i^|eie—e^|ci—r)/a-«;
and so

(1)

J

| ei9- z l^-11s,(6) \2ddg X""1J

Pick a>0,

J.

| ea - e**|r-» | j8(0)|*¿0.

€>0. By Schwarz's inequality

<p+a

(1 -

ítí-")"'"-«-1*,^)«»

if/—a

In

y-f-a
I

Choose t=(1— 7)/(l+€

X

/•y+a

| e¡í - z|«+2î-i-«| 53(ô)\2d8 ■ I

| eí9 - zl'-W

—a —2q), z£;R[t, \¡/] and use (1) to obtain
I*

(1 - ze-ie)"i2+<'-hq(e)dd

iff—a

è K"+2*-'-A I

le"-

e¡*|T-i| Sq(B)\2dd\-\ I
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| ei9 - z|«-ye
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Since the second factor on the right goes to zero with a, for e**$£',

uniformly for zQ.R[t, \f/],

(2)

lim f

(1 - ze-ieYl2+q-lsqiB)d6
= 0.

Since /^;a+/;+a(l-ze-<9)a/2+í_15í(0)¿e
the existence at e'* of
r -

lim

j

is analytic

at e>*, (2) implies

(1 - ze-''s)a/2+»-1ja(e)¿9.

This proves (3). The proof for (1) and (2) is the same.
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